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#1 Social Recognition Pays Off 
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
41% of companies that use peer-to-peer recognition 

have seen marked positive increases in customer 

satisfaction. 

FINANCIAL RESULTS
Peer-to-peer recognition is 35.7% more likely to have a 

positive impact on financial results than manager-only 

recognition.

PRODUCTIVITY
Companies that implement social 

recognition based on peer values 

see a 23.9% increase in productivity.

MOTIVATION
69% of employees would work harder 

if they felt that their efforts were 

appreciated.

Source: SHRM

Get much more benefits on www.recognition.altrum.com



#2 One Place to Give a Million Thanks
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On-the-Spot Recognition
People get notified as soon as they 

receive a recognition on the wall.

One Recognition becomes x1000
Team members and managers can 

congratulate and comment on 

recognitions received.

Specific & Meaningful Recognition
Users can choose a recognition 

related picture and explain their 

appreciation to maximize the effect.



#3 One place for all your Programs
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Core Value Program

Sales Campaigns

Referral Programs

Customer Feedback

Health & Well-being

Manager On-the-Spot 

Recognition Program 

and more



#4 Reward your People Easily
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Points-Based Rewards

✓ Reinforce good behaviors

✓ Celebrate big and small achievements

✓ Move employees away from cash

✓ Points can be redeemed for items or experiences that are 

meaningful and motivational to each employee.

✓ Points are redeemable at any time

✓ Budget-control tool for administrators

✓ No money lost – in case of employee terminations, your 

points go back to your master account.



#5 One Boutique, Multiple Rewards 
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Rewards for Everyone

✓ Easy and pleasant gift selection experience

✓ Selections start from $20 value

✓ Modern gift options

✓ Available for Canada, United Kingdom and 

United States*

✓ Fast and free shipping

✓ Option to add your own products (branded 

items, donations, etc.)**

* Gift Selection may vary from a Country to another. ** Available with the Premium Package



#6 Easy way to share News, 

Quizzes and Surveys
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A Simple way

to share many things!

✓ Recognition program outline

✓ Drawings

✓ Links to quizzes or surveys

✓ Pictures

✓ In-house or external videos

✓ Documents, numbers, etc.



#7 User Friendly
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✓ Private, customized, cloud based and secure platform

✓ Available on all devices, 24/7

✓ Easy to understand: Most people already have points systems (credit cards, air miles, etc.)

✓ No training required for standard users

✓ Integration available to simplify access (single sign-on)

✓ We have a dedicated team to support you and your employees, whenever it’s needed.



#8 Easy to manage
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Management Dashboard
The Enkourage dashboard has been designed to give 

you maximum autonomy (import of new users, points 

purchase, etc.) and an easy overview of your program’s 

performance.

Essential Package - Type of Reporting*

✓ Active vs inactive users

✓ Number of visits, recognitions received and offered

✓ Type of recognitions

✓ Most popular rewards

✓ Transaction history

✓ Taxable benefits

✓ Points purchase orders

✓ Spend access

* More reporting is available with Premium Package



#9 Easy to install
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What you need to get you started

✓ Two weeks

✓ One user list with names and email addresses 

✓ One project owner 

✓ One communication plan to launch Enkourage

✓ And access to internet!



#10 Experience it… for free!



COVID-19 | We're Here for You!
Enkourage - Essential Features only

Available in the US, UK and

Canada until May 31st, 2020.

Optimal for companies

with 200+ employees

Essential Package - Standard Pricing Structure
Set-up Fee + $2,50 - $2/user/month + Points Purchase ($1.25 = 10 points = $1 Boutique Value)



Ready to create a real impact on your organization? 

Enkou

recognition@altrum.com   
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